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NEW
Tooling!NEWLiving Wagon -

Maroon/Red
                            SCALE      PRICE
76LW001    1:76 £11.95

Living Wagon - Maroon/Red
There’s more detail to this model than first meets the

eye.  An essential part of circus or fairground life, 

our newly tooled living wagon is decorated in maroon

with black roof accommodating ventilation and chimney

stacks, all of which sit on a bright red chassis with

substantial brightly coloured red/black wheels.  The model

features a window at each end and a side door which is

placed on an elevated section of the wagon.  Access is by

ladder which is also provided - conveniently stored on a

rack under one of the windows. 
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1:76 SCALE
NEWJCB 3CX Eco Backhoe Loader -

Union Jack livery
                                     SCALE       PRICE
763CX002         1:76  £23.95

JCB 3CX Eco Backhoe Loader - Union Jack livery
JCB are certainly proudly flying the flag for Great Britain

here and have chosen their world leading JCB 3CX

Loader to do it on!  In 1:76 scale miniature form, it’s hats

off to Oxford’s design and technical team as well, who

have pulled off a coup with this elaborate red, white and

blue all-over Union Flag colour scheme.  Even the wheels

have red, white and blue hubs!

So, whether you are following the World Cup, celebrating

the Royal Wedding, cheering on our Wimbledon tennis

players or any other national event, choose your own

British pride activity and treat yourself to this exceptional

little model.

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Volkswagen Beetle - Coca Cola
                                  SCALE     PRICE
76VWB009CC  1:76 £5.25

Ford Anglia Van - Southdown
                               SCALE       PRICE
76ANG032    1:76   £5.45

BSA Motorcycle and Sidecar - AA
                               SCALE       PRICE
76BSA001    1:76   £4.75

Land Rover Defender 90 Station
Wagon - Phoenix Orange (Adventure)
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76LRDF008AD  1:76  £5.45

Ford Transit SWB Medium Roof -
JCB
                               SCALE       PRICE
76FT027       1:76   £5.45

                               SCALE       PRICE
76FT026       1:76   £6.45

Ford Transit LWB High Roof - 
Network Rail Speed Camera

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Land Rover FC Ambulance - Nato Green
Only the second release on the newly tooled Land Rover

FC Ambulance, we continue the military theme with an

olive green drab painted vehicle wearing the Red Cross

markings to the sides, rear and roof.  The roof also

features a blue light beacon.  Having launched the model

with modified right hand drive, here at Oxford we’ve now

given you the left hand

drive option on this

model which is

registered 73 GJ 81.

Land Rover Series I 80" Hard Top - RAC
This is a real period piece!  Previously released in 1:43

scale, our RAC liveried Land Rover looks equally fetching

in 1:76 scale with its RAC blue and white colour scheme

of the day.  The wheels echo the blue body colour with

the front wheels featuring silver centres.  There’s a lot of

added detail too.  Registered KAD 265, the Land Rover

exterior features a mass

of chrome trim including

the signature Series 1 80"

radiator grille. 

Morris 1000 Van - British Railways
The ubiquitous Morris 1000 van was used in a variety of roles during its

long lifetime and this new livery evokes nostalgic memories of British

Railways in its heyday.  Registered JYU 479K from 1971, our little

van is decorated in the crimson colour scheme of BR and

features the wonderful Lion and Wheel emblem on the

sides.  The emblem was designed by Abram Game and was

usually seen on steam locomotives and latterly diesels

during the period between 1949 and 1964.  Steeped in BR

history, place this lineside vehicle on your period railway layout

to add a further authentic touch. 

Ford Transit Mk 5 SWB Low Roof - 
London Underground
Modelled on the latest Mk 5 Ford Transit, here we see

the short wheelbase vehicle with low roof as used 

as a support van for the London Underground.

Essentially white with red and blue graphics and

featuring the London Transport Underground

roundel, the van is registered LR13 WHU.

Additional detail even extends to the yellow 

and black notice to cyclists printed 

on the back of the van. NEWFord Transit Mk5 SWB Low
Roof - London Underground
                                  SCALE      PRICE
76FT031         1:76  £5.95

NEWLand Rover FC Ambulance -
Nato Green
                                  SCALE      PRICE
76LRFCA002   1:76  £9.95

NEWLand Rover Series I 80" 
Hard Top - RAC
                                    SCALE     PRICE
76LAN180006  1:76  £5.45

NEWMorris 1000 Van -
British Railways
                            SCALE      PRICE
76MM060   1:76  £5.25
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MILITARY1:76
SCALE

TACR2 SFOR, Balkans
More recent conflicts are recalled with this new release of the

Range Rover Tactical Airfield Crash Rescue vehicle.  Bearing a

military registration plate 04 AY 46, it was assigned to the

Stabilisation Forces in the Balkans during the conflict in the

1990s.  The camouflage colour scheme is white

and olive drab which would have blended

in well with the Balkans terrain.  Roof

ladders, roof  beacons, spotlights, hazard

lights, floodlights as well as all the usual

fire equipment loaded on this model

complete the picture of how well equipped

the SFOR vehicles had to be.

Austin Tilly - No.1 MTTC. Camberley 1945 
(Subaltern Princess Elizabeth)
The then Princess Elizabeth insisted on joining the ATS

during WWII and was stationed at the Mechanical Training

Centre in Camberley, Surrey.  Part of her training involved

vehicle maintenance and, if you look at Royal photographs

of the time, you will see Subaltern Princess Elizabeth’s

head under the bonnet with tools in hand.  One such

Austin Tilly,  M1136086, is the subject of our model.  

By the time she finished her mechanical training course,

Her Royal Highness had reached the rank of Junior

Commander and passed out as a qualified driver.  

Bedford OYD - 15th Scottish Infantry Div UK 1943
Bedford’s role in supplying the military with support

vehicles during WWII is legendary and this latest

general service truck is as used by the Scottish

Infantry based on the home front in 1943.  

Decorated in a brown camouflage scheme with

canvas back, the cab roof features a double red

stripe.  Military numbering/lettering brings a

spot of colour to the truck, notably the

Scottish Lion emblem in red out of

yellow on the front mudguard and 

rear edge. 

Dingo Scout Car - 5th RTR, 4th Armoured Brigade, Libya 1942
Here we see the British two-man light, fast, four wheel drive

reconnaissance vehicle as deployed in a desert role.  Presented in an

all-over desert scheme, the Brigade’s famous emblem of the red rat

featured on the front and back of the Scout Car says it all!  

Military numbering is printed in black, while minute details include

the dark grey fuel cans held with brown straps plus

aerials and aerial bases masked black and dark grey.

Another great addition to your North African World

War II diorama!

NEWBedford OYD 15th Scottish
Infantry Div UK 1943
                               SCALE       PRICE
76BD023      1:76  £12.95

NEWDingo Scout Car 5th RTR -
4th AB -7th AD Libya 1942
                               SCALE       PRICE
76DSC006    1:76   £5.45

NEWAustin Tilly - No.1 MTTC.
Camberley 1945
                               SCALE       PRICE
76TIL011      1:76   £5.75

NEWTACR2 SFOR, Balkans
                            SCALE       PRICE
76TAC005   1:76  £10.95
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1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Land Rover ½ ton Lightweight, Canvas Back - Berlin Scheme
We continue our military liveried Land Rover ½ ton Lightweight

releases with a replica painted in the urban camouflage scheme

adopted by the US Berlin Brigade during its posting to

West Berlin during the Cold War period, where it was

stationed along with the British and French forces

right up until the fall of the Soviet Union.  The

brown, blue-grey and white rectangular pattern of

the body is topped with a dark green canvas roof,

with the wheels repeating the main blue-grey body

colour.  Added extras on this model include aerials to

both the front mudguards and a grey-blue bridge plate

attached to the radiator, which in this case 

is printed with the number 2.

Land Rover ½ ton Lightweight Hard Top - RAF
You’ve already seen our Land Rover ½ ton

lightweight in an RAF (Red Arrows) scheme and

here is a further RAF livery, this time in the

utilitarian military olive green with a yellow flash

along the sides of the body.  The wheels are

finished in the same olive green as the main body.

Registered 43 AJ 84, the vehicle with hard top

option, features two beacons on the roof while

the inside is finished 

in black.

Land Rover Series III SWB Hard Top - AA
The Automobile Association were faithful users of the

Land Rover and here at Oxford we’ve reproduced

most of the variants.  Now we add the AA livery to

the recently introduced 1:43 scale Land Rover

Series III with short wheel base and hard top.

Registered ANV 900J from 1970, the familiar yellow

and black colour scheme is offset with external

chrome detail and black AA

lettering denoting its use as

an AA Service vehicle. 

NEWLand Rover Lightweight
Canvas - Berlin Scheme
                               SCALE       PRICE
43LRL004     1:43  £16.95

NEWLand Rover Lightweight
Hard Top - RAF
                               SCALE       PRICE
43LRL005     1:43  £16.95

NEWLand Rover Series III SWB
Hard Top - AA
                               SCALE       PRICE
43LR3S002   1:43  £16.95

NEWJaguar MkVIII - 
Carmen Red
                               SCALE       PRICE
43JAG8004   1:43  £23.95
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1:43 SCALE
Aston Martin Vantage S - Sunburst Yellow
A very extrovert colour scheme graces our third release

on the sleek Aston Martin Vantage S.  The bright yellow

bodywork is complemented by a completely black

interior except for a detailed yellow stripe to

the black seating and a splash of yellow on

the door panels.  The intricate dashboard

controls and dials are a mirror of the real

thing and our version comes with the right

hand drive option.  Registered simply V12

Vantage S, this is made for one very confident,

gregarious owner!

Aston Martin DB9 Coupé - Cobalt Blue
Gone are the days of Aston Martins in

either silver of British Racing Green!  The

awesome Aston Martin DB9 Coupé makes

its third appearance in Oxford’s 1:43 scale

series in an electrifying bright blue with

sumptuous cream interior.  The dashboard

features highly detailed dials and

our model is configured for right

hand drive with corresponding

RHD windscreen wipers. 

NEWAston Martin Vantage S -
Sunburst Yellow
                               SCALE       PRICE
43AMVT003  1:43  £24.95

NEWAston Martin DB9 Coupé -
Cobalt Blue
                                   SCALE       PRICE
43AMDB9003  1:43  £24.95

Rolls-Royce 25/30, Thrupp & Maberley - Dark Green/Black
The second release on our 1:43 scale Rolls-Royce 25/30 appears

in a two-tone colour scheme of dark green and black with a

black and tan interior.  Registered BUE 995,

in real life it was built in conjunction

with the famous coachbuilders

Thrupp & Maberley.  Special details

to note on our model include

the spare wheel placed between

the driver’s door and the offside

front wing; and the unmistakable

Rolls-Royce mascot placed in a

standing position on the apex of the

chrome radiator grille.

Rolls-Royce Silver Dawn - Two-tone Grey
Our prestige Rolls-Royce Silver Dawn

from the 1950s era makes its second

appearance in an appropriate misty

pale and light grey two tone

scheme, as its ‘Silver Dawn’

name suggests.  The interior is

also grey with brown dashboard

and black instrument panels.  

The exterior bodywork is enhanced with

lots of chrome including specially silvered

door mirrors.  This post-war luxury car is

registered BCG 20J and when new would

have cost the princely sum of £4700!

NEWRolls Royce Silver Dawn -
Two Tone Grey
                               SCALE       PRICE
43RSD002    1:43  £24.95

NEWRolls Royce 25/30 - Thrupp &
Maberley Dark Green/Black
                                   SCALE       PRICE
43R25002       1:43  £24.95
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

NEWBrewster F2-A Buffalo - 
USS Saratoga 1939
                                   SCALE       PRICE
AC082             1:72  £15.95

Brewster F2-A Buffalo -
USS Saratoga 1939

The Brewster F2-A Buffalo was one

of the first US monoplane fighter aircraft

and came with an arrestor hook and other

modifications for use aboard aircraft carriers.

Designed and built by the Brewster Aeronautical

Corporation, the F2-A took its first flight in

December 1937 and came into service in April

1939.  Of the 509 built during its 1938-1941

manufacturing period, many of the aircraft were

taken and operated by the Finnish Air Force as well.  

The first unit to be equipped with the F2A-1 was

VF-3, assigned to USS Saratoga air group, which took 10 aircraft.

Unfortunately, with huge advances in fighter aircraft design during

this period, the F2-A soon became obsolete as fighters and were

transferred for use as trainers.

Our 1:72 scale model is a replica of one of the aircraft deployed

aboard USS Saratoga and is decorated in a silver colour scheme

with yellow upper wings, a white tail fin and with its identity 3-F-18

US Navy printed along the fuselage.  The cockpit is moulded in

green and the wings feature the US star in red, white and blue.  

The aircraft nose is red and we love

the nose art - a hellcat carrying

a lighted bomb!  

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWSpitfire Mk I Sqn., X4590 
PR-F - RAF Museum, Hendon
                                   SCALE       PRICE
AC087             1:72  £14.95

Spitfire Mk I Sqn., X4590 PR-F - 
RAF Museum, Hendon

Our 1:72 scale model of the Spitfire Mk I is a replica of the X4590

registered aircraft built in 1940,  deployed to 609 Squadron which

operated out of RAF Middle Wallop, from where it took part in the

Battle of Britain. X4590 was badly damaged in 1941 but was

repaired and put into service as a training aircraft before being

retired in 1944.  Post war, it was preserved and put on display at

the RAF Museum in 1978 where it proudly stands today.

The model is decorated in the brown and green camouflage

scheme with pale green underside.  The characteristic RAF

roundels and its RAF PR-F X4590 identity are all faithfully

replicated as they appear in real life.

Junkers Ju-87 Stuka
                   SCALE      PRICE
AC004   1:72  £14.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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NEW
SET!

BMW M3 Coupé E92 - Jerez Black 
Following the launch of the BMW M3 Coupé E92 

in a sparkling white, we now present the second

release of our 1:76 scale upmarket car in

jet black with pale cream interior.

Representing the fourth

generation of the BMW M3, 

the E92 was a two-door high

powered car with six speed

gearbox.  If you can afford the

real thing, why not have a

personalised number plate too, 

just like this one - M3 HTT.  

NEWBMW M3 Coupé E92 - 
Jerez Black
                          SCALE      PRICE
76M3002  1:76  £5.75

NEW

3-piece Rolls-Royce Set
Previously released in 1:43 scale, here at Oxford, 

we’ve matched their 1:76 scale counterparts to bring you

a set of three Rolls-Royce prestige cars covering key eras

of the marque.  In contrasting yet complementary colour

schemes, the collection will make a superb gift for luxury

British classic car enthusiasts and comprises:  

76RRP5001 Rolls-Royce Phantom 5 James Young - Navy 
and Silver. 
The third car in our series, the Phantom 5 with James

Young body, registered EBY 148B, takes us back to 1964.

The four-door saloon featured a V8 engine and 4-speed

automatic gearbox.  Presented in a two-tone finish of

glossy navy blue with contrasting silver to the body, 

the interior comes with pale blue seating and dark blue

flooring.  It also features optional silvered wing mirrors.

76RRC002 Rolls-Royce Corniche Convertible MPW with
raised roof - Persian Snow.
Harking back the 1970s, the Corniche Convertible was

produced in conjunction with the famous bodybuilder

Mulliner Park Ward.  Here we see it decorated in pale

sand with contrasting red roof in the closed position.

Interior seating and flooring are finished in red with

additional trim in black and tan.  The personalised number

plate is registered CRN 2 and further customisation of

the car extends to the addition of optional mirrors placed

on the front wings and also front spotlights.

76RRP3002 Rolls-Royce Phantom 3 Sedanca de Ville H J
Mulliner - Fawn and Black.
Previously released as a separate model in both 1:43rd

and 1:76 scales, the luxurious Phantom 3  Sedanca de Ville

with H J Mulliner body fits into the timeline of this set,

representing the late 1930s Rolls-Royce period...

Decorated in fawn with black trim to wheel arches,

running board and wings, this highly individual motor is

registered SDV 2.

3 Piece Rolls Royce Set
                            SCALE       PRICE
76SET51     1:76  £19.95

1:76 SCALE
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1:76 SCALE

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Classic Mini - Tweed Grey/Old English White
A classic colour scheme for a classic car!  The contrast

between the solid grey body and the off-white roof

proves an attractive combination which extends to the

elegant grey interior of the car too.  Our Mini is

registered FHP 631C from 1965 and comes with the

usual detailed chrome finish to the exterior, including

windows and wipers and a final flourish of the Mini

Minor name across the boot.

Messerschmitt KR200 ‘Bubble Top’ - Light Blue
Already part of Oxford’s 1:18th scale series, this light blue

liveried version of the Messerschmitt K200 bubble car in

1:76 scale is the same in every detail.  Nicknamed ‘Bubble

Top’ because of its distinctive shape, over 40,000 of them

were produced by the German company during the car’s

life span between 1955 and 1964.  Registered LPV

966, the pretty pale blue and white exterior has

royal blue carpeting and pale blue interior fittings.

NEWClassic Mini - Tweed 
Grey/Old English White
                          SCALE      PRICE
76MN009  1:76  £5.25

NEWRolls Royce Corniche -
Persian Sand
                          SCALE      PRICE
76RRC002 1:76  £6.95

NEWMesserschmitt KR200
‘Bubble Top’ - Light Blue
                            SCALE      PRICE
76MBC004 1:76  £5.45

Rolls-Royce Corniche Convertible 
Mulliner Park Ward - Persian Sand
Reviewed already in this issue as part of the 1:76 scale 

3-piece Rolls-Royce set, you can also invest in an example

available singly.  It is exactly the same as the model in the 

set, appearing as a convertible with hood up in a

contrasting sand and red colour scheme with red interior.

Rolls-Royce produced the real thing in conjunction with

famous coachbuilders Mulliner Park Ward. 

Austin Mini Cooper - 
White/ Union Jack
                            SCALE      PRICE
76MN011   1:76  £5.25

Ford Anglia -
Lt.Blue/Ermine White 
                            SCALE      PRICE
76105007   1:76  £5.25
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1:76 SCALE

Triumph TR6 - Signal Red
Only the second release off the new tool, we see 

the open topped TR6 sportscar in bright red with black

interior, registered TEN 295L from 1972.  Highly popular

in its day, the TR6 was manufactured by the Triumph

Motor Company between 1968 and 1976, during which

time over 92,000 rolled off the production line.  

Our model here features a clue to one of the

manufacturing options - a 4-speed manual gearbox with

Overdrive, with the TR6 Overdrive lettering reproduced

in chrome and black on the offside rear.  Other details

include a black tonneau cover, walnut dashboard and a

red boss to the silver/black wheels.  We imagine carefree

motoring along quiet British country lanes here! 

Ford Cortina Mk 1 - Black Cherry
Continuing the 1960s series of the Ford

Cortina Mk I, here it is decorated in 

a rich dark red with contrasting

chromework and registered LYX

498D from 1966.  The distinctive

Cortina radiator is masked in

silver and black while the

interior is moulded in

contrasting grey.  Our model is

rounded off with the Cortina

marque printed in silver on the 

offside of the boot.

Ford Cortina Mk III - Sunset
Moving on a decade in

the Ford Cortina

timeline to the 1970s

and the upgraded

Cortina Mk III version,

our 1:76 scale model

makes an appearance in

bright orange with replica black

vinyl roof.  Registered KPF 469K

from 1972, the four-door saloon has

a black interior and black seats.  External

silver trim includes the detailed Cortina

GXL marque printed on the offside edge

of the boot above the black and silver

rear bumpers.

NEWFord Cortina Mk III -
Sunset
                              SCALE      PRICE
76COR3009  1:76  £5.45

NEWFord Cortina Mk I -
Black Cherry
                              SCALE      PRICE
76COR1009  1:76  £5.45

NEWTriumph TR6 - Signal Red
                            SCALE       PRICE
76TR6002   1:76   £5.45
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1:76 SCALE

Atkinson Cattle
Truck - J Haydon & Sons
For truck enthusiasts with a leaning towards farm and

agricultural vehicles, our early Cattle Truck brings with it a

whiff of yesteryear.  It is liveried in the green and red

colour scheme of Staffordshire based J Haydon & Sons of

Biddulph, who were first established exactly 100 years ago

in 1918.  Here we see the Atkinson 8-wheel flatbed taking

on the role of animal transporter, registered KWY 357.

The cream lettering against the green captures the simple

and minimal truck decoration of the day.  

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Commer Commando - 
Skyways of London
Skyways launched the first commercial coach-air

transport operation in 1955.  The new company Skyways

Coach-Air Limited started a service which took

passengers from Central London to Lympne in Kent and

then by air from Lympne Airfield to Beauvais before

another coach journey into central Paris. 

Our latest release is a reminder of the coach    

that was an integral part of this cross-Channel service.

Decorated in the pale blue, white and red colour scheme

of Skyways Coach-Air Limited and registered HUV 40,

the interior seating and other internal detail is finished in

pale grey.  You will notice that this vehicle was used as a

mobile exhibition bus.  The company operated from

Lympne until it ceased trading in 1971. 

NEWCommer Commando - 
Skyways of London
                            SCALE      PRICE
76COM007 1:76  £16.45

NEWAtkinson Cattle Truck - 
J Haydon & Sons
                            SCALE      PRICE
76ATKL004 1:76  £14.95

White Fridge Trailer
                                SCALE      PRICE
76WHFRTRA  1:76  £9.95
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N SCALE

Scania T Cab Topline Tipper - Tinnelly
Collectors of Irish heavy haulage vehicles have a chance

to pick up this smaller scale version of the superb Scania

T Cab Topline Tipper in Tinnellly’s International Transport

livery.  It comes decorated in the superb multi-faceted

blue and white colour scheme, exactly the same as its

1:76 scale twin.  Wearing its evocative ‘Pride of 

Killarney’ name above the cab doors, our tipper is

registered T17 VLY.

Scania Highline Tanker - Eddie Stobart
Previously produced as a special commission and then as

a 1:76 scale standard range truck, we are now pleased to

add this modern-image Eddie Stobart fuel transportation

tanker into the N scale series too.  In its clean white, 

red and green colour scheme, it is registered PJ11 AVX,

the same as its larger 

counterparts. 

NEWScania T Cab Topline
Tipper - Tinnelly
                            SCALE        PRICE
NTCAB005 1:148 £13.95

NEWScania Highline Tanker -
Eddie Stobart
                            SCALE        PRICE
NSHL03TK  1:148 £13.95

Mercedes Ambulance - 
London Ambulance Service
After a long gap, it’s good to see the Mercedes

Ambulance making another entrance in the 

N scale series and for its second appearance, 

it is decked out in the London Ambulance

Service modern colour scheme of yellow

and green.  The livery is a direct copy 

in every detail of its 1:76 scale

counterpart and carries the same

registration plate LX11 AFZ.  It also

features all the detailed NHS logos 

and signage and lightbars. 

NEWMercedes Ambulance -
London Ambulance Service
                            SCALE        PRICE
NMA002    1:148  £6.75
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N SCALE

Land Rover 88" - Civil Defence 
                                     SCALE        PRICE
NLAN188001   1:148  £3.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

New Routemaster Bus - Propercorn
Our N scale new London Routemaster adopts a vibrant

colour scheme which promotes the innovative

Propercorn snack business.  Launched in October 2011

by a young couple Cassandra and Ryan, their snack

concept started when Cassandra was a child enjoying her

father’s home-baked popcorn.  Based in London, the

company is now going global and boasts their product as

being ‘Done Properly’ without compromise, with all

production in the UK.  Of the several flavours, the Sweet

Coconut and Vanilla variety is being advertised on the

back of the bus.  Sounds delicious!

The bus features an overall pink and white decoration

with red seats and stairs and is heading as the Number 

15 to Trafalgar Square, registered LTZ 1269.  The white

roof carries the vehicle lettering in black for identification

from the air.

This delightful little model would make a colourful

addition to any bus collector’s shelf!

Daimler Dingo - 10th Mounted Rifles, 10th Arm/Cav Brigade, England
Military enthusiasts have also been treated to this wartime liveried Daimler

Dingo in 1:76 scale.  Now it’s the turn of N scale wartime

specialists to add it to your battlefields. In the dark olive drab

and grey colour scheme, it comes  as operated by a Polish

brigade, hence the PL lettering on the back of the vehicle.

A historical note, too, comprises their yellow and black

military emblem, also on the back of the vehicle, inspired

by the helmet and wings of the Polish Hussars.  

NEWDaimler Dingo - 
10th Mounted Rifles
                            SCALE        PRICE
NDSC002   1:148  £4.65

NEWNew Routemaster Bus -
Propercorn
                            SCALE        PRICE
NNR005     1:148  £9.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Cortina Mk III - Daytona Yellow
The 3rd generation Ford Cortina Mk III 

was manufactured between 1970 and 

1976 by the Ford Motor Company.  

Already part of Oxford’s 1:76

scale series of classic cars, 

here we see the zippy little

motor in exactly the same

detail, decorated in striking

bright yellow with black roof and

black interior, registered XMJ 145L 

from 1974/75.

MGB Roadster - Pale Primrose
You’ve enjoyed this one in 1:76 scale too 

in exactly the same colour scheme of a 

delicate primrose with black interior.  

As before, it comes in open top mode 

registered HHO 870E from 1967, a peak 

era for British sports cars.

Citroen 2CV Charleston - Cormorant
Grey/Midnight Grey
Here’s another cross-over from 1:76 scale in

which we see our sixth release on the four-

door Citroen 2CV Charleston, which Citroen

introduced in 1980, decorated in an elegant

two-tone grey, complete with grey interior.  

The exterior silver trim includes the 2CV6

Charleston lettering and the distinctive silver

Citroen radiator grille. 

NEWCortina Mk III - 
Daytona Yellow
                             SCALE       PRICE
NCOR3002  1:148  £4.35

NEWMGB Roadster - 
Pale Primrose
                             SCALE       PRICE
NMGB002   1:148  £4.35

Morris Minor Saloon -
Almond Green
                             SCALE       PRICE
NMOS004   1:148  £4.35

Hillman Imp - Willow Green
                             SCALE       PRICE
NHI001       1:148  £4.35

SS Jaguar - Black
                             SCALE       PRICE
NJSS002    1:148  £4.35

NEWCitroen 2CV Charleston -
Cormorant Grey/Midnight Grey
                                       SCALE       PRICE
NCT006             1:148  £4.35
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AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

NEW

1950 Oldsmobile Rocket 88 
Coupé - Crest Blue/Black
The Oldsmobile Rocket 88 was typical of the early 1950s

post-war bulbous solid looking body shapes.  For its

second appearance in Oxford’s 1:87 scale American

series, it comes in a muted blue with contrasting black

with black interior. Registered 17 T1040 Colorful (sic)

California 1950, the model also features the Oldsmobile

Rocket 88 emblem in chrome across the boot with the

arrow running through the number. The company would

retain the 88 logo well into the 1990s. 

                                        SCALE        PRICE
87OR50002        1:87    £5.95

1950 Oldsmobile Rocket 88
Coupé - Crest Blue/Black

NEW
                                        SCALE        PRICE
87CI61003         1:87    £5.95

1961 Chevrolet Impala
Convertible - White/Roman Red

1957 Chevrolet Nomad - 
Rio Red/Arctic White
                                SCALE        PRICE
87CN57002   1:87   £5.95

1965 Chevrolet Stepside
Pick Up -Orange
                                SCALE        PRICE
87CP65002   1:87   £5.95

1955 Buick Century - 
Coral/Polo White
                                SCALE        PRICE
87BC55002   1:87   £5.95

1961 Chevrolet Impala 
Convertible - White/Roman Red
Our second release on this extravagantly designed 1961

Chevrolet Impala convertible came in Roman Red with

white trim.  For its third outing, the colour scheme is

reversed to reveal a sparkling white body with red trim

and a highly detailed interior showing off red and white

seating.  The streamlined exterior combines a mass of

chrome with a bright red flash along the side of the body

incorporating the Impala insignia.  Essential for the era

were also the whitewall tyres.  It was registered in the

Sunshine State of Florida in 1961 number 40W-1866. 

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

OR763FO002B 1:76 - £34.95
Mk3a Coach FO BR

Intercity Swallow 11046

OR76ROR004  
1:76 - £6.95

Aquarius Rail
Technology

Defender 90 open

Once again it is time to update you with our development plans
New�additions�to�our�release�programme�for�2018�include:

1:148 NEW
NDIS001 Land�Rover�Discovery�4�Ipanema�Sand

NMW6001 Bristol�MW6G�Royal�Blue

1:72 History of Flight

72WD001 Westland�Dragonfly�Royal�Navy�WH991

Yorkshire�Air�Museum

1:43 Commercials
43CF001 Bedford�CF�Ice�Crean�Van/Morrison�

Mr�Whippy

1:76 Oxford Showtime
76GDSF001 Burrell�8nhp�DCC�Showmans�Locomotive

Materppiece

Non Scale Oxford Showtime
SP140 Showmans�Living�Caravan

1:76 Oxford Automobile
76FZ001 Ford�Zodiac�MkII�Shark�Blue/

Pompadour�Blue

76MX001 Austin�Maxi�Tara�Green

76RR3001 Range�Rover�3rd�Generation�Bonatti�Grey

76T5V001 VW�T5�Van�RAC

1:76 Oxford Omnibus
76DC001 Duple�Commander�MkII�Southdown

1:76 Oxford Gift
76SET61 3�Piece�Set�BMW

76SET62 3�Piece�Set�Bubble�Car

76SET63 3�Piece�Set�Hong�Kong�Police

76SET64 2�Piece�Set�First�Overland

76SET65 Bloodhound�Missile�Set�

1:50 Oxford Construction
50FST001 JCB�Fastrac�

1:87 Oxford American
87CC61001 Chrysler�300�Convertible�1961�(Open)

Mardi�Gras�Red

87DC68001 Dodge�Charger�1968�Bright�Red

87DD69001 Dodge�Charger�Daytona�1969�Black

87DP57001 Dodge�D100�Sweptside�Pick�Up�1957

Tropical�Coral/Glacier�White

87DS46001 DeSoto�Suburban�1946-48�Noel�Green
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